
 

GottaCon 2014 Grudge Match Rules Document 
Teams: 

This year will see four grudge match teams. Two are from the mainland and two are from the island. The teams are as follows: 

- Team Victoria, qualifiers by Yellowjacket Comics (Greater Victoria Area), contact – Tyler Woolley 

- Team Vancouver, qualifiers by Magic Stronghold (Vancouver Area), contact – Jordan Woo 

- Mid-Island Crushers, qualifiers by Dice Bag Games (Shawnigan Lake and up), contact – Kristofor Wilson 

- Fraser Valley All-Stars, qualifiers by  Wiser's Wide World of Collectibles (Fraser Valley) – Michael Nixon 

 

How to Qualify: 
Contact the representative of the team you wish to try out for or the store hosting the qualifiers to learn more. Please note that 

individuals may only attempt to qualify for one team. Anyone found in violation (attempting to qualify for more than one 

team) will be eliminated from all team eligibility. Players are encouraged to try out for the team in their geo-region or in 

the region that they play most frequently in. 
 

2014 Formats to be Played: 
Standard Constructed, Modern Constructed, Draft 

Team Composition: 
Teams will be composed of nine players. One of the nine players will be considered the team captain and they will speak for the 

team. Each team will break their nine players into three groupings or three players, which will be called a cluster. One cluster will 

represent Standard Constructed, one cluster will represent Modern Constructed and one cluster will represent draft. 

How Teams are Built:  
Each team will host six qualifiers, overall winner of each qualifier will be offered team seat, if rejected, runner up will be offered 

team seat. Qualifier formats are up to the teams to workout. Each team captain will have two captains’ picks. It is recommended that 

only individuals that have taken part in at least one qualifier be eligible for captain’s picks. It is up to the team to decide who is 

assigned to each cluster. 

Execution of the Event: 

The event will be broken into two rounds; semi-finals and finals. Teams will be paired against an opponent in a semi-final round. 

Winning teams of the semi-final round will compete in the finals, losing teams will be eliminated. The two teams that advance from 

the semi-finals will compete in the finals and the winning team of the GottaCon Grudge Match will be named Champions. 

 

Each cluster will face off against the same format cluster of the opposing team in round robin format and DCI rules. Each player in 

a cluster will face off against each player in the opposing team cluster in a best of three games match. All clusters will play at the 

same time for a total of three rounds for each cluster. DCI team rules are in effect during matches. Judges will be watching for slow 

play as a result of player to player communications. 

Please note that there is a maximum of four of any one card in a constructed cluster (so you can only have 4 lightning bolts between 

all three standard decks and the Modern decks could also have up to four lightning bolts between them as well) 

The team with the most wins in the limited cluster(s) takes possession of all the limited cards for both teams and distributes them 

among the overall team as the team sees fit. 

Teammates may communicate with each other at any time, unless they leave the area near their side of the table. If they leave that 

area, they may not return until the end of the match. 

Hidden info is not to be revealed. If a player of a team glimpses a deck type or card(s) in an opponent’s deck before the deck is 

made public, players are asked to keep this info to themselves. E.G. opponent watches a player shuffle and sees the cards then tells 

the teammate who is playing that player. First drawn hand is seen by a player, then a mulligan is taken, player should not share what 

they saw. 

Point System: 
Each match victory within a cluster is worth one point. There will be a total of nine matches per cluster which means a total of 27 

points up for grabs. No ties allowed. The team with the most points at the end wins. 

Notes: Days and times of rounds to be announced. 


